Sesame token provides on-demand food delivery services
for clients through the decentralized blockchain technology.
AllSesame is a food lovers ecosystem that helps to reduce
food waste, increases engagement and revenue for
restaurants, and creates a 100% legitimate reviews system
that rivals every competitor in the market

Problem
Solution

Food wastage due to not selling it by end of day;
often thrown away rather than sold end of day
with promotions

Enable restaurants to do last minute deals to sell food rather than
waste it

Knowing when a restaurant is open/closed; and
not knowing about new restaurants in your local
area or disruptions to normal services

Facilitated Data Sharing and rewarded “Feedback System” in real-time
helps to keep Restaurants information accurate and updated

Fake Reviews where no one can verify or validate,
leads to misleading information creating unfair
advantages for bad actor restaurants

“Smart Contract” powered feedback system ensures that only the person
who ordered can make a genuine review to create an honest ecosystem.
“Last minute” and “End of the Day” deals – push notifications to customers
phones for both food ordering and dining in. Reduce spare tables and
reduce food wastage; promote discounts or offers to loyal followers

Difficult to fill tables or sell deliveries on low
traffic days/times which can impact the
bottom line revenue
Low Acceptance of cryptocurrency with few use
cases which solve real problems

Sesame Token will allow millions of people to use and experience an app
“powered by Blockchain” without the complexities of the technology

Inability to place orders in certain restaurants
because it is out of a delivery area

With integrating AI and ML to delivery system we will deliver an effective
dispatch mechanism to ensure users can get their favorite food from
their favorite restaurants on demand

Token name

Sesame
Token

Token symbol

SST

Total supply

10,000,000,000

Token standard

ERC20

Token price

0.001 USD

Q2 - 2018
Team and Advisory
Board setup

Q1 - 2018
Development
of concept

Team
Doston Jalolov
Founder & CEO

Q2 - 2019
Whitepaper, Pitch-deck and
Q4 - 2018
one-pager release Pre Publicly
Sale and Pre – ICO
announcement
Customer segmentation
Whitepaper first draft and relationship of Web
platform development

Q3 - 2018
Implementation of
smart contracts
with solidity
Marketing strategy

Mofassair Hossain
CMO

+372 602 7536

Q3 - 2019
ICO Sale Beta version
release of Web platform
and Launch of Sesame
Token

Investment Summary
TOTAL SUPPLY - 10 BILLION

20%

12%

60%

20%
30%

Team and Adviser

Marketing and Bounties

Reserve Fund

For sale

info@allsesame.com

USE OF FUNDS

10%

8%

Izzat
Shermukhamedov
COO

Q1 - 2019
Incorporation of
new members to
AllSesame team

Q4 - 2019
Launch of
AllSesame
platform
globally

40%

Legal and miscellaneous Expenses
Business and Software Development
Marketing and Global
InfraStructure Development
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